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Slowbalisation – understood as the slowdown in global integration – is said to have started in the 
aftermath of the 2007-2008 global financial crisis. The coronavirus pandemic brought about a 
further dramatic fall in cross-border movement of goods, services, capital and people, to the extent 
that commentators have proclaimed the beginning of deglobalisation. This paper examines 
whether the phenomenon described as slowbalisation is a myth or reality, by looking at five 
different pathways of globalisation: international trade, financial openness, increasing inequality, 
cross-border social movement, and digital exchanges. The key conclusion is that slowbalisation has 
not been a uniform trend. While international economic globalisation has indeed slowed down, the 
digital leap and continued inequality suggest that globalisation is merely changing form, not 
disappearing. 
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Executive summary 

The period from the fall of the Berlin Wall to the global financial crisis of 2007 marked an era of fast-
growing interdependence between different economies and cultures, brought about by cross-
border movements of people, goods, services, capital and data. Far from being the first 
'globalisation' wave, it is considered to be a period of 'hyperglobalisation'. The decade which 
followed the financial crisis of 2007-2008 was marked by a slowdown in global interconnectedness. 
In 2019, the term 'slowbalisation' spread, to signify the waning of globalisation as we know it. For 
instance, international trade and investment relative to gross domestic product (GDP) started to 
decline. Supply chains began to contract after years of global outsourcing and offshoring. In terms 
of international cooperation and multilateralism, the pace of the world's economic integration 
waned. For some governments, notably the Trump administration in the United States of America 
(USA), it is no longer evident that international institutions such as the World Trade Organization or 
the World Health Organization are fit for purpose. Rising nationalist and populist leaders in several 
parts of the world began questioning the ideological doxas of globalism and, in some cases, 
neoliberalism. Nevertheless, globalisation in other areas, such as international data flows, migration 
and tourism, continued to expand, indicating that perhaps globalisation was merely changing 
shape. In 2020, the coronavirus pandemic dealt a profound shock to global trade, investment and 
travel. The disruption to the physical movement of people, goods and services brought about by 
the pandemic has been so severe that the thesis of 'slowbalisation' merits thorough analysis.  

Globalisation has been evolving over time, becoming increasingly complex and multi-faceted. In 
this paper, five pathways of globalisation have been selected to illustrate the contrasting ways in 
which global integration has been slowing down, accelerating or continuing. Each exhibits a 
different development pattern: 

 Cross-border trade in goods and services slowed in terms of volume and relative to 
GDP, in spite of record low average tariffs. This slowdown can be traced to variation in 
supply chains, accounting principles, escalating protectionism, and most recently 
Covid-19. 

 Global financial openness slowed after the financial crisis in terms of cross-border 
capital flows and bank lending. However, international regulatory cooperation in the 
realm of global finance continued to increase, only recently showing a trend towards 
some reversal. 

 Deepening inequality has been a by-product of hyperglobalisation, has continued 
during the slowbalisation phase, and is likely to continue after Covid-19. The causes are 
rooted in government policies affecting income distribution, including taxation and the 
strength of multinational corporations. 

 Globalisation of social interactions, reflected in rates of tourism and migration, did not 
slow until the sudden arrival of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

 International digital exchanges, measured by cross-border data flows, have continued 
expanding throughout the 'slowbalisation' period. Social distancing and restrictions on 
international travel are likely to accelerate globalisation in the digital realm. 

As a result of the Covid-19 crisis, the future could be one of patchy globalisation, characterised by 
more immaterial exchanges, and posing further challenges to the future of global governance and 
international cooperation. The EU could lead the way towards a more sustainable and considered 
form of globalisation in each of these realms. 
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1. From 'hyperglobalisation' to 'slowbalisation' 

Globalisation refers to the growing interdependence of 
different economies, people, and cultures brought about 
by cross-border movement of people, goods, services, 
capital and data. Economic globalisation refers to the 
interdependence of nations through international 
trade and investment. Globalisation has brought about 
economic growth, raised millions out of poverty, fostered 
productivity gains for firms, and facilitated the spread of 
people, technological development and new ideas. 
Globalisation has also been accompanied by rising 
inequality, encouraged production offshoring, citizen 
dissatisfaction, disease transmission and challenges to 
democracy. 

1.1. Hyperglobalisation  
The end of the Cold War set the scene for a period that is sometimes referred to as the golden era of 
globalisation, or hyperglobalisation.1 Far from being the first 'globalisation' wave, it has some 
specific characteristics.2 One of the most influential contributors to this narrative, the economist and 
New York Times columnist Thomas Friedman famously declared the post-1989 world 'to be flat'. 
According to Friedman, various 'flattening forces' (e.g. new technologies, such as the internet, 
global supply chains, offshoring) converged into a sort of open global platform for economic 
competition. This was 'the inexorable integration of markets, nation states and technologies to a 
degree never witnessed before – in a way that is enabling individuals, corporations, and nation 
states to reach around the world farther, faster, deeper and cheaper.'3 After the end of the Cold War, 
new realities of economic integration and growing contacts between countries, businesses and 
people became the main framework for a new master discourse, in which global economic 
integration was the central definitive concept. Hyperglobalisation represented the fusion of US-led 
market globalism, economic neoliberalism and consumerist individualism.  

The 1990s wave of economic integration, spearheaded by the USA, was expected to bring global 
benefits, including an impetus for international cooperation. The end of the Cold War gave a new 
impulse to the aspiration towards global governance institutions (e.g. the World Trade Organization 
(WTO), the Kyoto Protocol). The mandate of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) on cross-border 
capital flows was strengthened.4 European integration proceeded with subsequent treaties, and the 
deepening of the single market. Bilateral and plurilateral preferential trade agreements 
proliferated, and hundreds of trade deals were concluded between the years 1990 and 2010. As a 
result, the average level of tariffs fell worldwide, further boosting cross-border trade. Offshoring 
production abroad contributed to the expansion of economic globalisation. Companies began 

 
1 M. Kessler and A. Subramanian, The Hyperglobalization of Trade and Its Future, Working Paper 13-16, PIIE, 2013. 
2 T. I. Palley, Three globalizations, not two: Rethinking the history and economics of trade and globalization. European 

Journal of Economics and Economic Policies: Intervention, 15(2), 174-192, 2018. 
3 T. L. Friedman, The lexus and the olive tree, Anchor Books, May 2000. 
4 J. Pisani-Ferry, Should we give up on global governance?, Bruegel 2018. 

https://www.piie.com/publications/working-papers/hyperglobalization-trade-and-its-future
https://www.bruegel.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/PC-17-2018.pdf
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extending value chains across the globe, and the composition of individual countries' 
manufacturing industries became less differentiated. In 'criss-crossing globalisation' two-way 
flows of components and parts as well as foreign direct investment (FDI), became prominent, in 
particular in Asia. In the 1990s, cross-border mergers and acquisitions increased in terms of value 
and growth rate. All this was fuelled by political ideology, technological development and 
innovation, falling transportation and communication costs. In part, globalisation was also 
expanded by rising government debt in G20 economies,5 as well as the intensive use of natural 
resources, as demonstrated by rising CO2 emissions. 

1.2. Slowbalisation  
Globalisation started to slow down after the pivotal 
moment of the 2007-2008 global financial crisis and 
failed to regain its previous speed. In quantitative terms, 
the volume of international trade and the value of 
cross-border investment by multinational 
corporations slowed down. This was influenced by the 
fact that exchange costs were no longer falling at earlier 
rates. In addition, it became clear that external shocks, 
from currency fluctuations, trade tensions or climate 
catastrophes could suddenly disrupt global value 
chains, thus driving up costs. Slowbalisation as a 
concept even spilled over into academic literature on 
supply chain management.6 After the financial crisis, 
cross-border banking contracted, in particular in the 

EU, leading commentators to note financial 'deglobalisation'.7 In many countries, mindsets towards 
global openness also hardened following job losses due to relocation of factories, the austerity 
measures taken after the financial crisis, and the tepid and unevenly distributed recovery in global 
demand. The USA, a former figurehead of multilateralism, is exiting the Paris Agreement on climate 
change in November 2020, and has expressed scepticism towards a number of global governance 
institutions, from the Universal Postal Union to the International Criminal Court. The ideologies of 
globalism and neoliberalism have been questioned by rising nationalist and populist political 
movements (e.g. in France, India or Brazil), which have sometimes renounced them and sometimes 
combined them with new discourses. At the same time, civil society organisations and grass-roots 
campaigns demand urgent action to address tragedies of the commons.8 In the EU, the discourse 
shifted towards free and fair trade, and an emphasis on strategic autonomy in a globalised world. 
Nevertheless, by the end of the 2010s, this trend had become so noticeable that it received a name – 
slowbalisation.9 At the beginning of 2020, the world was then set to experience slower growth and 

 
5 S.M. Ali Abbas, N. Belhocine, A. El Ganainy, M. Horton, Historical patterns of public debt: Evidence from a new 

database, IMF, 2011. 
6 N. Kandil, O. Battaia and R. Hammami, Globalisation vs. Slowbalisation: a literature review of analytical models for 

sourcing decisions in supply chain management, Annual Reviews in Control, May 2020. 
7 L. Emter, M. Schmitz, M. Tirpak, Cross-border banking in the EU since the crisis: What is driving the retrenchment, ECB 

Working Paper Series, February 2018. 
8 See Tragedy of the commons, Investopedia, September 2020. 
9 Term coined by Dutch trend-watcher Adjiedj Bakas, and popularised by The Economist, Globalisation has faltered, 

January 2019. 

https://www.imf.org/external/np/seminars/eng/2010/eui/pdf/AB.pdf
https://www.imf.org/external/np/seminars/eng/2010/eui/pdf/AB.pdf
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271897/AIP/1-s2.0-S1367578820300146/main.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEKH%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIQDlO8RstbDVJaQ9%2B%2Bse1acGHRu6uqaYByniYurzo0O%2FOgIgRzg5jLa72aF7i6O%2Bwa7keEe1xigLJ6xNiM6W%2BO6L7g4qtAMIGhADGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDLRyfHZiTy38WmoOxCqRAxKD6iSu6LlWe7zErPXysjJO6hZgpXYe0u7ZTswKmwUYHthzLPgNLCBMvyWpViyIMFnD6siPK34ERwOimhcyUgIbWMTUS6J0xrKIeo3MF%2BtQOcT%2F2%2FEQxV46M0iXq5ZN%2B1wZVK9x5SU0eMWYh69cZar4iKcV9gF%2BwtBI5E6nKeMswHY%2B1wkAooYSZN7hajIKqAjqisDx11ghlw0r0zeLkTwmdWK6MjVXf2TMpKIy%2B32o0QSphlEBpAiMxSf%2FTamNERCOBL6nTnbsAIHRxv987iAZ3B67ioJ4TqlkGby9kBw8MN%2BxMDIAjTlJ3EWSRMrEH6rVxP87AHlgVVLWvYGorIQruWXYn7iLPoau6%2FuLGAChqZH2pqYjOsB6d3EsnDKO7f0RQlb95ap%2BEW6I%2FO%2Fn4YVhDQiefg1nfVW4FAvWcIYiPMKk0wrvQHGq%2BNTK9enqhkgzBiM8b%2BKPWnJ3TuobZpKp3Fps1houPuRLSZOrzCFw82n6Q9PwqKL6PcUQ5dntyEfpbjjDJkJRceNz2L0YH7PzMP%2BA%2F%2FYFOusB4D0GgfQVoGO1qSBzwh25SaAKb7SfKVPxNIZ6eioOi9KADXfPxp6b0xOP6ZJhsb%2F%2Bfsl4VPSG7Nmn0Qu8jtEdMa7BaH1VHsoQbxp1Bx%2BiLcf6pY1rSUcG0XWYphCQ5v8AOIS1kFUBDZpozPGNsX7pnIDlntVbnwRRja%2FVRxph2OVgbmvOZ9lKf7ZGD0%2FeUnYmYrU8tv%2F9jarNEO9KcNHBDE7VK5ZJOZf7DOCrKAW94ZiAIAK6X8Zz1A2HPAE6bjoXh4YORm7dWP%2BC2tDfVtptyq3ffJHn817UlsxuDlZxm92%2B9LeotLix7GZPOQ%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20200609T173624Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTY5WT2WFOT%2F20200609%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=d5ee734ff93d9e9d0d9afd4c0249a2d05510b0d4c39d46c7b8dbba21e802bf09&hash=dd2cea0a7835243f5f86630e3ceae358eabc6a6c9dfc6a06fc67cded720f61c5&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S1367578820300146&tid=spdf-6c62f350-704b-45e2-8542-70fd25ebb45b&sid=3bd4283837b1844ab15a73a0f52cac1919b4gxrqb&type=client
https://pdf.sciencedirectassets.com/271897/AIP/1-s2.0-S1367578820300146/main.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEKH%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJHMEUCIQDlO8RstbDVJaQ9%2B%2Bse1acGHRu6uqaYByniYurzo0O%2FOgIgRzg5jLa72aF7i6O%2Bwa7keEe1xigLJ6xNiM6W%2BO6L7g4qtAMIGhADGgwwNTkwMDM1NDY4NjUiDLRyfHZiTy38WmoOxCqRAxKD6iSu6LlWe7zErPXysjJO6hZgpXYe0u7ZTswKmwUYHthzLPgNLCBMvyWpViyIMFnD6siPK34ERwOimhcyUgIbWMTUS6J0xrKIeo3MF%2BtQOcT%2F2%2FEQxV46M0iXq5ZN%2B1wZVK9x5SU0eMWYh69cZar4iKcV9gF%2BwtBI5E6nKeMswHY%2B1wkAooYSZN7hajIKqAjqisDx11ghlw0r0zeLkTwmdWK6MjVXf2TMpKIy%2B32o0QSphlEBpAiMxSf%2FTamNERCOBL6nTnbsAIHRxv987iAZ3B67ioJ4TqlkGby9kBw8MN%2BxMDIAjTlJ3EWSRMrEH6rVxP87AHlgVVLWvYGorIQruWXYn7iLPoau6%2FuLGAChqZH2pqYjOsB6d3EsnDKO7f0RQlb95ap%2BEW6I%2FO%2Fn4YVhDQiefg1nfVW4FAvWcIYiPMKk0wrvQHGq%2BNTK9enqhkgzBiM8b%2BKPWnJ3TuobZpKp3Fps1houPuRLSZOrzCFw82n6Q9PwqKL6PcUQ5dntyEfpbjjDJkJRceNz2L0YH7PzMP%2BA%2F%2FYFOusB4D0GgfQVoGO1qSBzwh25SaAKb7SfKVPxNIZ6eioOi9KADXfPxp6b0xOP6ZJhsb%2F%2Bfsl4VPSG7Nmn0Qu8jtEdMa7BaH1VHsoQbxp1Bx%2BiLcf6pY1rSUcG0XWYphCQ5v8AOIS1kFUBDZpozPGNsX7pnIDlntVbnwRRja%2FVRxph2OVgbmvOZ9lKf7ZGD0%2FeUnYmYrU8tv%2F9jarNEO9KcNHBDE7VK5ZJOZf7DOCrKAW94ZiAIAK6X8Zz1A2HPAE6bjoXh4YORm7dWP%2BC2tDfVtptyq3ffJHn817UlsxuDlZxm92%2B9LeotLix7GZPOQ%3D%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20200609T173624Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAQ3PHCVTY5WT2WFOT%2F20200609%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=d5ee734ff93d9e9d0d9afd4c0249a2d05510b0d4c39d46c7b8dbba21e802bf09&hash=dd2cea0a7835243f5f86630e3ceae358eabc6a6c9dfc6a06fc67cded720f61c5&host=68042c943591013ac2b2430a89b270f6af2c76d8dfd086a07176afe7c76c2c61&pii=S1367578820300146&tid=spdf-6c62f350-704b-45e2-8542-70fd25ebb45b&sid=3bd4283837b1844ab15a73a0f52cac1919b4gxrqb&type=client
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/scpwps/ecb.wp2130.en.pdf
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/tragedy-of-the-commons.asp
https://www.bakas.nl/bio&lang=en
https://www.economist.com/briefing/2019/01/24/globalisation-has-faltered
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global trade volumes were drying up.10 As the Covid-19 crisis exacerbated these trends, the term 
slowbalisation increasingly became replaced by 'deglobalisation'.11 12 What does slowbalisation 
mean in this context? Do the devastating lock-down effects of the pandemic mean that the world 
has entered a new state of deglobalisation? 

Eurostat has estimated that EU GDP fell by about 12 %13 in the second quarter of 2020, which 
represents a sharper decline than during the previous global financial crisis. The OECD countries' 
collective GDP declined by 9.8 % in the second quarter of 2020, which is also the most severe drop 
in the OECD area ever.14 The collapse in oil and other commodity prices has put pressure on 
commodity-exporting countries, and countries with external debts denominated in dollars. A credit 
crunch in China would in turn put many developing countries at risk.15 Both monetary policy and 
fiscal policy action are called for, and the most effective action would be internationally 
coordinated: rescue packages with a global reach, including coordinated action to address the 
financing gap that many developing countries are facing imminently. This economic contraction 
will enhance the trends involved in slowbalisation, spilling over into less cross-border trade, reduced 
financial openness, rising inequality as unemployment rates increase, and a more digitally 
interconnected world. At the same time, in the long-term, the very fact that the global health 
pandemic is in itself a ramification of globalisation has fuelled a deeper debate about the structure 
of the global order. The world remains interconnected despite the slowdown, and is vulnerable to 
the current organisation of global production. Intensive practices of large-scale farming have 
altered ecosystems, created a loss in biodiversity and, according to some accounts, contributed to 
cross-species transmission.16  

The aim of this paper is to assess the assumption that globalisation is slowing and to understand 
what slowbalisation has meant so far, its origins, and what could follow in its stead. The main 
question posed is whether, instead of slowing down, the initial process of globalisation is changing 
track altogether by taking various new turns, for example towards local alternatives, and if so, how 
the EU could position itself or react. The heterogeneous patterns of development in different realms 
illustrate how a single neologism can hardly cover the complex reality of today's globalised world. 
Five different pathways show the consequences of the slowdown in globalisation, but are not 
necessarily measures of it. Rising inequality has been selected as an under-studied variable of 
slowbalisation, demonstrating elements of continuity in the global order even as digitalisation 
makes globalisation appear thoroughly altered. A deeper look into each case unmasks the ways in 
which forces of globalisation play out in contemporary life and deepen our understanding of the 
perceived trend of slowbalisation. 

 
10 PwC, Predictions for 2020: Slowbalisation is the new globalisation, January 2020. 
11 R. Haass, Have we reached peak globalisation and where do we go from here?, World Economic Forum, May 2020. 
12 A. Ortega, The deglobalisation virus, European Council on Foreign Relations, March 2020. 
13 Eurostat, Preliminary flash estimate for the second quarter of 2020, 31 July 2020. 
14 OECD GDP growth, August 2020. 
15 UNCTAD, The coronavirus shock: a story of another global crisis foretold and what policymakers should be doing 

about it, March 2020. 
16 R. Wallace, Big Farms Make Big Flu: Dispatches on Influenza, Agribusiness, and the Nature of Science, 2016. 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/11156775/2-31072020-BP-EN.pdf/cbe7522c-ebfa-ef08-be60-b1c9d1bd385b
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/issues/economy/global-economy-watch/assets/pdfs/predictions-2020.pdf
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/05/deglobalization-glovalization-coronavirus-covid19-international-pandemic/
https://www.ecfr.eu/article/commentary_the_deglobalisation_virus
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/11156775/2-31072020-BP-EN.pdf/cbe7522c-ebfa-ef08-be60-b1c9d1bd385b
https://www.oecd.org/sdd/na/GDP-Growth-Q220.pdf
https://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/gds_tdr2019_update_coronavirus.pdf
https://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/gds_tdr2019_update_coronavirus.pdf
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Table 1 – Summary of the divergent five pathways of slowbalisation 
 Cross-border 

trade in goods 
and services 

Open and 
globalised 
financial 
system 

Deepening 
income 
inequality 

International 
physical 
interactions 
(tourism and 
migration) 

Movement of 
data and digital 
exchanges 

2007-
2019 Slowing down Slowing down Accelerating Accelerating Accelerating 
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2. Five pathways of slowbalisation 

2.1. Slowing international trade  
International trade collapsed during the global financial 
crisis, and growth in trade has remained relatively weak 
since then. Total merchandise trade by value dipped in 
2009, grew in the following five years, and again 
decreased in 2015.17 Since the aftermath of the global 
financial crisis, the year-on-year annual growth in 
international trade has been falling (see Figure 1). This 
trend was exacerbated by the onset of US-China trade 
tensions in 2019. Following the Covid-19 pandemic, 
world trade fell abruptly, and global manufacturing 
export orders fell below the lowest point of the global 
financial crisis.18 In real terms, global trade has barely 
grown in line with global GDP. This is striking, given that 
trade has consistently outpaced GDP since the 

mid-1800s, with the exception of the interwar years. In nominal terms, trade appears even weaker, 
failing to keep up with GDP growth owing to the fall in the relative prices of traded goods and 
services, particularly commodities. The financial crisis also brought a halt to the rapid rise in standard 
balance of payments based measures of financial openness.  

Figure 1 – Growth in trade in goods (yearly % change) 

 
Data source: International Monetary Fund. 

 
17 WTO time series: World merchandise exports by product group and destination - annual (million US$), accessed 

17.6.2020. 
18 OECD Economic Outlook, Volume 2020 Issue 1, Chapter 1: General assessment of the macroeconomic situation. 

https://timeseries.wto.org/
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/0d1d1e2e-en/1/3/1/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/0d1d1e2e-en&_csp_=bfaa0426ac4b641531f10226ccc9a886&itemIGO=oecd&itemContentType=#figure-d1e313
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The shift away from hyperglobalisation has also been visible in the realm of trade governance. The 
cumulated number of trade restrictive measures has been increasing to historically high levels 
among the G20.19 The European Commission has also reported a record high number of 
protectionist barriers to trade around the world, reflecting a wider shift from liberal to managed 
trade.20 In late 2019, the higher instance of the WTO two-step dispute settlement system ceased to 
function, following the blockage by the USA of replacement of Appellate Body Members. In 2020, 
the US administration announced it would attempt to renegotiate US tariff ceilings in the WTO.21 
This could mark a departure from the downward trend in customs tariffs among WTO members after 
the establishment of the WTO in the mid-1990s and after China joined the WTO in 2001 (see 
Figure 2). World average applied tariffs declined from 8.57 % in 1994 to 2.57 % in 2017.22 

Figure 2 – Applied weighted mean tariff rates on all products (%) 

 
Data source: United Nations. 

Several factors account for the slowdown in international trade. For one, the reduction of tariffs, as 
well as transport (e.g. sea freight, shipping containers, passenger air flights) and communication 
costs (e.g. international calling costs had long supported increases in particular of intra-industry 
trade23). However, by the early 2000s, the fall in transaction costs began to level off. According to 
the McKinsey Global Institute,24 as demand in China and developing countries grew, increasingly 
more goods were consumed where they were produced. Development of domestic or regional 
supply chains in emerging markets further decreased reliance on imports. Technological 
developments made labour arbitrage (lower labour costs) a less congruent reason for offshoring 
production. Finally, data collection issues mean that services trade as well as intermediate goods 
trade, which have been expanding, are downplayed in accounting terms. In the context of 

 
19 WTO Report on G20 Trade Measures, 2019. 
20 European Commission, Trade and Investment Barriers Report, 2018. 
21 Bloomberg, US weighs higher tariff ceilings in a bid for more sway over WTO, February 2020. 
22 World Bank, Tariff rate, applied, weighted mean, all products (%) 1989-2017. 
23 E. Ortiz-Ospina and D. Beltekian, Trade and Globalisation, Our World in Data, 2018. 
24 McKinsey Global Institute, Globalisation in transition: the future of trade and value chains, 2019. 

https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/news19_e/g20_wto_report_june19_e.pdf
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-02-12/u-s-weighs-higher-tariff-ceilings-in-bid-for-more-sway-over-wto
https://ourworldindata.org/trade-and-globalization
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/innovation-and-growth/globalization-in-transition-the-future-of-trade-and-value-chains
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interconnectedness, countries have begun to make choices to secure strategic autonomy that result 
in trade restrictions (data localisation requirements, forced technology transfers, and export 
restrictions). As the current global organisation of production has contributed to the spread of the 
coronavirus, efforts to reconsider economic globalisation may well increase among policy-makers. 

Following the Covid-19 pandemic, global trade is set to fall between 10 and 16 % according to the 
European Commission,25 and by 13-32 % according to the WTO (on the basis of a different 
methodological approach26). This exposes the vulnerability of the EU export-led growth model. 
Compared to key trade partners the USA and China, the EU is far more reliant on international trade 
as a proportion of its GDP (see Figure 3). For the EU, the trade proportion of the economy has also 
been increasing in the 'slowbalisation' period. 

Figure 3 – Trade in goods and services as a proportion of GDP  

 
Data source: World Development Indicators. 

Reorganisation of value chains after major disruption requires global governance efforts. The 
manufacturing sector is hit by a triple crisis: supply-side, demand-side, and value chain contagion. 
Inventory minimisation strategies have led to just-in-time distribution practices that make value 
chains vulnerable to external shocks. As fewer workers are available during widespread quarantines 
(e.g. truck drivers), trade in goods and services is impacted, even if critical societal functions are 
safeguarded. Among the hardest hit economies have been the biggest world economies (the G7 and 
China), which are at the heart of a myriad of international supply chains (especially China, South Korea, 
Japan, Germany and the USA), where each is an important supplier of industrial inputs to each other 
and to other countries.27 On the demand side, the coronavirus pandemic has decreased spending and 
translated into behavioural changes, as consumers shifted from high street to online shopping. 
Overall, the slowbalisation trend in trade has been heavily exacerbated by the Covid-19 epidemic. 

 
25 European Commission, Impact of coronavirus on global and EU trade, May 2020. 
26 WTO, Trade set to plunge as COVID-19 pandemic upends global economy, April 2020. 
27 R. Baldwin and E. Tomiura in Economics in the time of COVID-19, VOX EU CEPR, March 2020.  

https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2020/may/tradoc_158764.pdf
https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pres20_e/pr855_e.htm
https://voxeu.org/article/economics-time-covid-19-new-ebook
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2.2. Discrepancies in financial openness  
The liberalisation of international trade went hand in 
hand with the opening up of the financial system during 
the phase of hyperglobalisation, with financial links 
enabling trade, and trade in turn resulting in stronger 
financial links.28 Financial openness can be broken down 
into three main layers.29 First, at the most basic layer, 
trade in commodities and finished goods required 
cross-border payments, which usually involve foreign 
exchange transactions and trade finance, because of the 
time taken to complete transactions, shipping and 
customs processing. Second, global value chains, which 
are characterised by trade in intermediate goods and 
services, required more complex financing, such as 
cross-border financing, often in foreign currencies. In 

addition, longer production chains involved more working capital and considerable foreign 
currency exposures. International finance helped reduce these risks, for example through 
derivatives or borrowing in foreign currency to match corresponding in- and outflows. A third, more 
complex, layer concerns the financial transactions that were increasingly used to actively manage 
balance sheet positions and exposures created by the first two layers, as well as the allocation and 
diversification of savings, not necessarily related to trade. Intricate financial links established 
exclusively for financial purposes have brought about some decoupling between real and financial 
openness: financial openness has substantially overtaken real openness since the late 1980s, most 
notably for advanced economies (see Figure 4). Financial openness has accelerated significantly 
compared to trade openness in advanced economies since the mid-1990s, while for emerging 
economies (EMEs), financial openness has developed only slightly faster than trade openness, but 
the composition of external liabilities has changed substantially to support greater risk-sharing. One 
common element of these processes is the use of global currencies, with the US dollar playing a 
dominant role so far.30 

 
28 Bank for International Settlements, Understanding globalisation, Annual Economic Report, 18 June 2017. 
29 Ibid. 
30 See A. D'Alfonso, A. Delivorias, M. Sapała, C. Stamegna, Economic and Budgetary Outlook for the European Union 

2020, Chapter 6, European Parliamentary Research Service, January 2020. 

https://www.bis.org/publ/arpdf/ar2017e6.htm
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=EPRS_STU(2020)646139
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=EPRS_STU(2020)646139
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Figure 4 – Ratio of financial openness to trade openness, advanced and emerging 
economies 

 
Source: Bank for International Settlements, Understanding globalisation, BIS Annual Economic Report, 
June 2017. 

The hyperglobalisation period also saw the rise of globally active financial institutions. These 
banks and intermediaries operate in many countries across multiple continents. Through their 
international presence and sophistication, they facilitate the global transfer of funding and financial 
risks. Balance sheets that are managed at a consolidated level create close international financial 
links. Just as multinational corporations play a key role in trade, large internationally active financial 
institutions increasingly dominate global finance, particularly in advanced economies. They not only 
engage in cross-border financial transactions, but also in local borrowing and lending, which are not 
classified as international transactions in the balance of payments (BoP) accounting framework. As 
a result, standard BoP-based measures of financial openness tend to under-estimate the degree of 
global interconnectedness, just as they do for the non-financial sector, where multinationals' 
subsidiaries produce for their local market. 

https://www.bis.org/publ/arpdf/ar2017e6.htm
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Figure 5 – Waves of globalisation in the course of history, external financial assets and 
liabilities and trade 

 
Source: Bank for International Settlements, Understanding globalisation, BIS Annual Economic Report, 
June 2017. 

From the early stages of the global financial crisis, however, more restrictive financial conditions 
amplified the sharp drop in trade and also affected the degree of financial openness. Exports of more 
financing-dependent consumer durable and capital goods fell, and the need to borrow and the 
availability of funds decreased. In turn, the fragility in trade-intensive physical investments induced 
by the reduction in demand, depressed the corresponding international financial flows, with cross-
border capital flows declining by 65 % in the decade following the 2007 peak. More generally, the 
slowdown in commercial and financial openness was the result of a desire to reduce risks, most 
noticeably on the part of financial institutions, but also by non-financial companies, as the decrease 
in disruption-sensitive global value chains showed. This halted the rapid rise in standard BoP-based 
measures of financial openness: the global stock of external assets and liabilities in 2015 was little 
changed from its 2007 peak of just over 400 % of global GDP, in sharp contrast to the nearly 
190 percentage point rise between 2000 and 2007. Nonetheless, the apparent reduction in 
globalisation on the financial side deserves a more cautious interpretation. 

First, it must be noted that conventional metrics tend to over-estimate the reduction in openness. 
In fact, the apparent anomaly that, while being stagnant at the global level, the ratio of external 
liabilities to GDP has continued to increase for both advanced economies and EMEs after the crisis, 
is explained by the much lower level of financial globalisation of EMEs compared to advanced 
economies, so that EMEs' growing share of global GDP dampens the global measure of financial 
globalisation. The expansion of financial openness for advanced economies has slowed 
considerably since the crisis, whereas that for EMEs globalisation has largely continued. 

Second, the slowdown in financial openness has mainly affected certain types of flows, such as 
cross-border bank lending, a component that had boosted the rapid pre-crisis expansion in the 
highly pro-cyclical third layer of globalisation.31 In this perspective, at least part of the reduction can 
be seen as the smooth re-composition of unsustainable pre-crisis exposures.32 Furthermore, the 
contraction in cross-border lending was partially compensated by a recovery in portfolio debt flows 

 
31 See G. Milesi-Ferretti, C. Tille, The great retrenchment: international capital flows during the global financial crisis, 

Economic Policy, Vol. 26, No 66, 2011. 
32 See C. Borio, The financial cycle and macroeconomics: what have we learnt?, Journal of Banking & Finance, Vol. 45, 

issue C, 2014; J. Caruana, Have we passed "peak finance"?, speech at the International Center for Monetary and 
Banking Studies, Geneva, 28 February 2017. 

https://www.bis.org/publ/arpdf/ar2017e6.htm
https://econpapers.repec.org/article/blaecpoli/v_3a26_3ay_3a2011_3ai_3a66_3ap_3a285-342.htm
https://econpapers.repec.org/article/eeejbfina/v_3a45_3ay_3a2014_3ai_3ac_3ap_3a182-198.htm
https://www.bis.org/speeches/sp170228.htm
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due to low and sometimes negative yields, which allowed bond markets and asset managers to 
occupy the gap left by banks. FDI and portfolio equity have also continued to grow. 

Finally, the contraction in bank lending is not as large as it appears if measured using alternative 
metrics of financial openness to the 'residence of the economic units' used for the BoP statistics. For 
example, the Bank for International Settlements' (BIS) international banking data organised by the 
'nationality of ownership', provide a clearer picture of international financial integration.33 From that 
perspective, what appears to be a global decline in international banking is actually limited to 
European banks, which responded to credit losses after 2007 by massively disposing of assets, in 
particular lending, to meet prudential requirements. Furthermore, EME banks, many of which are 
not captured by the BIS data, have substantially increased their international presence through 
foreign offices, in particular at the regional level.34 

The 2007-2008 global financial crisis saw large spill-overs between national financial systems, and 
particularly emphasised the global dimension of financial instability. To tackle the crisis, the 2008 
G20 summit agreed on a common roadmap for financial regulatory reforms,35 including the 
formation of international coordination mechanisms such as the Financial Stability Board (FSB). 
Since then, the intensity of international cooperation on financial regulation has increased, and has 
essentially been substantiated in seeking regulatory convergence through standards set by 
international bodies that different countries have to transpose in their national laws. In this context, 
the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) adopted the Basel III framework, i.e. a 
comprehensive review of international standards on prudential requirements for banks aimed to 
ensure consistent implementation and help strengthen global banking system resilience. At the 
same time, the FSB proposed standards on bank crisis management aimed at reducing the use of 
public resources to rescue ailing banks, and at breaking the 'doom loop' between sovereigns and 
banks that had threatened financial stability in the aftermath of the financial crisis. At the EU level, 
banking union was created as a response to ring-fencing and financial fragmentation brought about 
by the financial crisis. In this sense, globalisation – understood as international cooperation and 
creation of global governance institutions – deepened after the financial crisis.  

In recent times, however, this mechanism is showing some trend reversal. First of all, many 
jurisdictions have raised an issue of proportionality and lowered requirements imposed on local 
banks compared to internationally active institutions.36 Next, in December 2019, Randy Quarles, 
member and vice-chair for supervision of the Federal Reserve Board of Governors, and the head of 
the FSB, told a US Congressional hearing that overall capital levels at US banks should not rise,37 in 
spite of the additional charges required by the finalised Basel III framework. On the other side of the 
Atlantic, the new EU rules on capital requirements adopted in May 201938 generate significant 
capital relief compared to the final Basel III global banking standards, which they are supposed to 
implement. Furthermore, in its annual report on the banking union in 2019, the European 

 
33 See Bank for International Settlements, Financial deglobalisation in banking?, working papers No 650, June 2017. 
34 See Claessens S., Hassib O., van Horen N., The role of foreign banks in trade, Federal Reserve Board, Maastricht 

University, Netherlands Bank, 2015; Committee on the Global Financial System, EME banking systems and regional 
financial integration, CGFS Publications, No 51, 2014. 

35 See G-20 Special Leaders' Summit on the Financial Situation, Washington DC, 14-15 November 2008. 
36 See Masera R., Community Banks and Local Banks: Can we bridge the gap between the two sides of the Atlantic?, 

ECRA, 2019. 
37 Testimony of the Vice Chair for Supervision, Randal K. Quarles before the Committee on Financial Services, US House 

of Representatives, Washington, D.C., Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, December 2019. 
38 See Regulation 2019/876 and Directive 2019/878. 

https://www.bis.org/publ/work650.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317789304_The_Role_of_Foreign_Banks_in_Trade
https://www.bis.org/publ/cgfs51.htm
https://www.bis.org/publ/cgfs51.htm
http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/summits/2008washington.html
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/testimony/quarles20191204a.htm
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Parliament stated that the final Basel III standards should be transposed into EU law '... taking proper 
account of the specific characteristics of the European banking system, where appropriate, and the 
proportionality principle'.39 This suggests a trend towards financial deregulation, as jurisdictions 
show signs of diverging from unified standards.  

The outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic is likely to accelerate the ongoing processes. On the one 
hand, trade-related financial openness, while registering an increase in digital financial services due 
to the wider use of e-commerce by retail consumers, is bound to suffer from the breakdown in global 
value chains. On the other, regulatory convergence will be challenged. To tackle the economic 
consequences of the pandemic, not only did regulators worldwide decide to make full use of the 
flexibility allowed by existing international financial standards,40 but fears are rising over breaches 
in these standards. Bretton Woods institutions have warned about growing divergence in capital 
and accounting requirements for banks stemming from unilaterally enacted prudential and 
provisioning rules in the USA, as well as in Brazil, Russia and many other emerging economies.41 As 
adherence to international standards ensures international banks compete on a level playing field 
and enhances mutual trust, significant deviations from these standards could negatively affect the 
global activity of these players and contribute to the transition of the current financial system from 
a global network to a net of macro-regional clusters. 

2.3. Continuing rising inequality  
A major trend that characterised the period of 
hyperglobalisation and that has spilled over into the 
period of slowbalisation is increasing inequality. One of 
the main features of the narrative that dominated during 
the hyperglobalisation phase was the expectation that 
economic growth and improved economic welfare 
would have 'trickled down' to all of society and that 
economic openness and greater capital mobility would 
have benefitted everyone, with little need for 
redistributive policies. To the contrary, the evidence 
shows that these benefits have been very unequally 
distributed.42 If in some cases, inequality between 
countries has declined thanks to the very strong 
economic performance of some actors (e.g. China), 

however a number of factors have exacerbated inequality within countries.  

 
39 See European Parliament resolution on Banking Union – Annual report 2019, (2019/2130(INI)). 
40 See Financial Stability Board, COVID-19 pandemic: Financial stability implications and policy measures taken, 

15 April 2020. 
41 See C.G.W. Towning, Fears rise over breakdown in Basel and IFRS standards, Central Banking, 15 June 2020. 
42 E. Dabla-Norris, K. Kochhar, N. Suhpahphiphat, et al., Causes and Consequences of Income Inequality: A Global 

Perspective, IMF, 2015. 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/A-9-2020-0026_EN.html
https://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/P150420.pdf
https://www.centralbanking.com/central-banks/financial-stability/micro-prudential/7561916/fears-rise-over-breakdown-in-basel-and-ifrs-standards
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/Staff-Discussion-Notes/Issues/2016/12/31/Causes-and-Consequences-of-Income-Inequality-A-Global-Perspective-42986
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/Staff-Discussion-Notes/Issues/2016/12/31/Causes-and-Consequences-of-Income-Inequality-A-Global-Perspective-42986
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The drivers of this increase in inequality can be found in economic globalisation, technological 
change, the growth of financial services, changes in pay norms and the reduced role of trade unions, 
as well as the scaling back of redistributive policies, including through austerity measures43 but as 
Atkinson clearly points out – identifying such drivers should not make us think that these are 'natural 
forces' over which policy has no say. Governments have often been unable to balance the 
shortcomings of globalisation with its benefits.44 A case in point is the localised effects of offshoring 
operations. Experience in France45 shows that, despite the effect of delocalisation on employment 
appearing quite small at the national level, it is more pronounced at local level and contributes to 
regional and territorial disparities that public policies have only partly been able to anticipate and 
rectify. 

One of the most widely used indicators of this increased inequality is the declining share of national 
product that goes to labour income and the increase of the share that goes to capital. Between 1995 
and 2011 there has been a decline of about two percentage points in the share of national income 
going to workers. This has been a result of the interplay of two forces: the rise in capital/income ratio 
and the increased 'bargaining power' of capital, thanks, among other factors, to its cross-border 
mobility 'and heightened competition between states eager to attract investments'.46 

Critically, hyperglobalisation has spilled over into national taxation regimes, which have been 
characterised by a 'competition for capital' at the global level. This has led to a reduction in the tax 
bases that, in turn, decreases the financial space for nation states to deal with the challenges posed 
by globalisation. Corporate income tax rates decreased by almost 50 % since 1990, because of 
competition between countries to retain domestic, and attract foreign, firms and investment in a 
context of increasing capital mobility (see Figure 7).47  

 
43 A.B. Atkinson, Inequality: What can be done?, Harvard University Press, 2015. 
44 D. Rodrik, Straight Talk on Trade: Ideas for a Sane World Economy, Princeton University Press, 2018. 
45 H. Jennequin, E. Miotti, E.M. Mouhoud, Measurement and anticipation of territorial vulnerability to offshoring risks: 

An analysis on sectoral data for France. Économie et Statistique, 497(1), 123-144, 2017. 
46 T. Piketty, Capital in the Twenty-First Century, Harvard University Press, p. 221, 2013. 
47 World Bank Development Report 2020. 
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Figure 6 – Average corporate income tax rates by country income group 

 
Data source: OECD. 

Similar 'competition' can be observed among top income earners.48 Another characteristic of 
hyperglobalisation is indeed the increased inequality between labour income earners, especially 
due to the rise in top income levels. Especially at the very top (the top 0.1 %), this concerns the 
incomes of top managers and 'star' professionals who benefit from stock-based pay whose value is 
driven up by the rise in finance.49 These are also often highly mobile individuals, able to change 
countries or to move their wealth. Indeed, OECD countries displayed a strong decrease in the 
income tax rate for the top 1 % income earners, in parallel to an increase in the tax rate for the 
median taxpayer.50 This resulted in a decrease in tax progressivity and has been explained as a 
government choice in a context of 'footloose' globalised capital, especially from the mid-1990s 
onwards.51  

 
48 T. Piketty, About capital in the twenty-first century, American Economic Review, 105(5), 48-53, 2015. 
49 M. Franzini and M. Pianta, Explaining inequality, Routledge, 2015. 
50 P.H. Egger, S. Nigai, N.M. Strecker, The taxing deed of globalization, American Economic Review, 109(2), 353-90, 2019. 
51 Egger et al., ibid. 
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Figure 7 – Global functional income distribution and the declining labour share 

 
Source: UNCTAD, Trade and Development Report 2018. 

During the period of hyperglobalisation, a new actor emerged at the centre of the global stage: the 
multinational enterprise. The UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) reports that 
within the very restricted circle of exporting firms, the top 1 % accounted for 57 % of country 
exports, on average, in 2014.52 As major actors in the recent global economic dynamic, multinational 
corporations also consolidated monopolistic positions due to 'intangible barriers to competition', 
such as intellectual property rights (IPR) and the broader scope of intangible intra-firm trade. In 
recent decades, the share of income transferred from labour to capital earnings has gravitated to 
the top corporations, both financial and non-financial.53  

According to many analysts, inequality plays a negative role in our economies, and the increase in 
inequality observed during the 'hyperglobalisation phase' is one of the root causes of the 2008 
financial crisis.54 Despite this observation, and the role played by rising inequality in fuelling citizens' 
discontent regarding hyperglobalisation, the trend has not been reversed. On the contrary: taxation 
patterns have shown no relevant changes overall and patterns of unequal distribution of income 
regained momentum soon after 2008 (Figure 8). According to UNCTAD, payment for foreign use of 
IPR is one possible technique multinational corporations employ for profit-shifting. In recent years, 
the trend of payments for IPR directed towards some major financial centres with low-tax 
jurisdictions has been increasing, which does not correspond to any actual increased innovation 

 
52 UNCTAD, Trade and Development Report 2018: Power, Platforms and Free Trade Delusion, 2018. 
53 Ibid. 
54 J.E. Stiglitz, The price of inequality: How today's divided society endangers our future, W. W. Norton & Company, 2012. 

https://unctad.org/webflyer/trade-and-development-report-2018
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capacity of such centres.55 This trend started in the early 2000s and shows no signs of reversing. This 
problem may be exacerbated by other characteristics of the 'slowbalisation phase', including 
disinvestment from global governance arenas. Slowbalisation in the realm of taxation could also 
mean less global cooperation to manage tax havens, something which would on the contrary be 
needed to tackle inequality. 

In the absence of policy intervention, the Covid-19 crisis, may deepen these inequalities. At a global 
scale, the International Labour Organization (ILO) estimated that there will be between 9 and 
35 million new working poor56 in developing countries in 2020 (mostly in middle-income 
developing countries).57 According to the European Commission, the coronavirus pandemic has 
caused novel employment challenges, and measuring the unemployment rate is increasingly 
challenging due to extended short-time work schemes and difficulties to enlist as a job-seeker due 
to lockdowns.58 Unemployment rates are expected to rise across the EU, in particular for those in 
more precarious employment, who have often been the first to lose their jobs, and young cohorts 
now unable to find their first jobs.  

2.4. Cross-border social movement  
Initially, the overall trend of slowbalisation did not 
appear to extend to the social realm, where 
digitalisation and the emergence of new middle classes 
in Asia have widened and deepened global integration. 
The tourism industry has for decades been one of the 
key engines of globalisation, contributing to social 
exchanges and physical movement, as well as economic 
globalisation. Tourism represents an important export 
service for many economies and about 10 % of global 
GDP and jobs.59 Between 2000 and 2018, the number of 
international tourists worldwide has more than doubled 
(see Figure 9). At the same time, economic crises have 
negatively impacted tourism, as seen in 2003 and 2009. 
In general, travel, transport and related services 

represented an important share of global service exports, and were, at 5 % on average, growing 
faster than the annual real growth of global economy.60 

 
55 UNCTAD, 2018, p. 55. 
56 At the higher World Bank poverty line of US$3.20 per day. 
57 ILO Monitor: COVID-19 and the world of work, third edition, April 2020. 
58 European Economic Forecast, Summer 2020. 
59 Source: World Economic Forum, World Travel and coronavirus, March 2020. 
60 PwC, Will 'slowbalisation' snowball into the global services trade?, March 2020. 

https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/@dgreports/@dcomm/documents/briefingnote/wcms_743146.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/ip132_en.pdf
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/03/world-travel-coronavirus-covid19-jobs-pandemic-tourism-aviation
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/issues/economy/global-economy-watch/global-services-trade.html
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Figure 8 – World international tourist arrivals (millions)61 

 
Source: Garcia-Herrero, A., From globalization to deglobalization: Zooming into Trade, 2020 (data from UN 
World Tourism Organization). 

The onset of the Covid-19 pandemic and social distancing measures reversed the trend in cross-
border movements dramatically. The pandemic had a proportionately greater impact on 
international tourism than other global economic shocks of past decades. In the first quarter of 2020, 
international tourist arrivals already fell by 22 %, and according to the World Tourism Organization 
(UNWTO), international tourism is set to decrease by 60-80 % overall in 2020. As many tourists are 
opting to travel closer to home, the intercontinental air and cruise ship sectors are being severely 
affected and will likely take a longer time to rebound compared to most other economic sectors, 
marking the beginning of a slowdown in the arena of social exchanges. 

While international tourism represents a cross-border social exchange of a few weeks or months, 
migration usually implies a longer and often deeper social integration. In the slowbalisation period, 
international migration continued to grow in absolute terms, peaking in 2019.62 International 
mobility, whether for voluntary or humanitarian reasons, was on the rise. In addition to quantitative 
growth, the global governance frameworks for migration were also developed in the same period, 
running counter to the predictions of the slowbalisation assumption. In particular, the Global 
Compact for Safe, Orderly, and Regular Migration represents an ambitious plan to develop a 
normative framework for the multilateral governance of migration.63  

 
61 A.I. Garcia-Herrero, From globalisation to deglobalisation: Zooming into trade, Bruegel, 2019. 
62 Ibid. 
63 J. Apap, A global compact on migration: Placing human rights at the heart of migration management, EPRS, European 

Parliament, January 2019. 

https://www.bruegel.org/2020/02/from-globalization-to-deglobalization-zooming-into-trade/
https://www.unwto.org/international-tourism-and-covid-19
https://www.unwto.org/international-tourism-and-covid-19
https://www.bruegel.org/2020/02/from-globalization-to-deglobalization-zooming-into-trade/
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2017/614638/EPRS_BRI(2017)614638_EN.pdf
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Figure 9 – International migrant stock (millions) 

 
Source: Garcia-Herrero, A., From globalization to deglobalization: Zooming into Trade, 2020 (data from United 
Nations, International Migrant Stock 2019). 

The annual growth rate of migration had already begun to slow after 2010. This is mostly due to 
increasing immigration restrictions introduced by various governments, which can also be 
attributed to the rise in anti-immigration political discourse. In the USA, for example, there was a 
rapid increase in visa denials.64 In Europe, a heated political debate on migration issues was ignited 
during the EU migration crisis and also featured strongly in the 2016 Brexit referendum. Since the 
immediate and ongoing consequence of Covid-19 pandemic measures was to close borders, this 
could strengthen the slowing trend in global migration.  

2.5. Digital exchanges on the rise  
If international trade in physical goods has been 
slowing, in the digital realm, globalisation is speeding 
up. Technological development has been a key driver 
behind hyperglobalisation, not least thanks to declining 
transportation and communication costs. The scale of 
digital globalisation is easy to grasp intuitively, but it 
can escape many of the traditional globalisation 
accounting metrics such as trade in goods. In the 
slowbalisation period, services trade was growing at a 
far faster rate than goods trade. Part of the growth did 
not reach trade statistics, particularly free cross-border 
digital services such as video-conferencing, mapping 
and social media.65 In addition, distribution channels 

 
64 A.I. Garcia-Herrero, From globalisation to deglobalisation: Zooming into trade, Bruegel, 2019. 
65 McKinsey Global Institute, Globalisation in transition: the future of trade and value chains, 2019. 

https://www.bruegel.org/2020/02/from-globalization-to-deglobalization-zooming-into-trade/
https://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/migration/data/estimates2/estimates19.asp
https://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/migration/data/estimates2/estimates19.asp
https://www.bruegel.org/2020/02/from-globalization-to-deglobalization-zooming-into-trade/
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/innovation-and-growth/globalization-in-transition-the-future-of-trade-and-value-chains
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have shifted, as e-commerce replaces high street shopping and online banking grows at the 
expense of branches. At the same time, international data flows and cross-border bandwidth 
continued increasing exponentially after the 2007-2008 global financial crisis (see Figure 11). Several 
commentators have understood this to indicate that globalisation is not over, but is merely 
changing in shape and form.66  

During the Covid-19 crisis, digitalisation has deepened, which seems to partially contradict the 
premise of slowbalisation. Following limitations on physical movement, the rate of teleworking, use 
of online communication platforms and video-streaming have increased significantly.67 The 
increase in online social exchange before and after the Covid-19 crisis has diverged between various 
digital platforms and activities, but the overall trend points overwhelmingly towards more social 
interaction online. As a consequence of Covid-19 measures, people have been forced to adapt to 
more online interaction, both for private and professional use, and have discovered new digital 
possibilities, of which some will become a part of their way of life and work, continuing even after 
the crisis. 

Figure 10 – Growing cross-border bandwidth 

 
Source: The Economist, Globalisation has faltered, 2019. 

Figure 1168 shows that the general trend in the volume of data crossing borders rose 64 times 
between 2004 and 2019. This exponential trend in online data flows and interactions for various 
purposes includes the online purchases of goods; online email exchanges, social media and video 

 
66 A. Bhattacharya, D. Khanna, K. King, R. Augustinraj, Shaping your own growth in the new global era, BCG, 2017. 
67 Eurofound Survey, Data on Living, working and COVID-19, 2020. 
68 Globalisation has faltered, The Economist, January 2019. 

https://www.economist.com/briefing/2019/01/24/globalisation-has-faltered
https://www.bcg.com/en-be/publications/2017/new-globalization-shaping-your-own-growth-new-global-era.aspx
https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/data/covid-19
https://www.economist.com/briefing/2019/01/24/globalisation-has-faltered
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communications;69 it includes downloads and streaming of music and videos online; as well as 
increasing use of sharing economy platforms, personal and work-related use of search engines, as 
well as teleworking. Digitalisation has potential positive consequences for financial 
interconnectedness, but also carries risks, due to the lack of a global governance framework for 
digital issues, from e-commerce to data flows. Plurilateral negotiations for a digital trade agreement 
are progressing slowly in the WTO. A potential risk is the expansion of the 'splinternet', where the 
internet is limited to national borders. In both cases, the new nature of globalisation will need to be 
well understood by policy-makers in order to achieve key EU policy objectives, namely sustainable 
growth underpinned by economic openness, but also to ensure strategic autonomy in the digital 
field. Digital sovereignty for Europe would require regulatory and financial instruments in areas such 
as data protection, cybersecurity and ethical AI.70 As the Covid-19 pandemic disrupted much of the 
physical economy, it also intensified the underlying trend towards virtual integration. The onset of 
machine learning and artificial intelligence has the potential to strengthen this even further. 

  

 
69 Our World in Data, Number of people using social media platforms, 2004-2019. 
70 T. Madiega, Digital Sovereignty for Europe, EPRS, European Parliament, July 2020. 

https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/users-by-social-media-platform
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2020/651992/EPRS_BRI(2020)651992_EN.pdf
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3. Conclusions 
Has the thesis of slowbalisation in 2007-2020 proven to 
be myth or reality? When compared to the high point of 
hyperglobalisation, there has in particular been a 
slowdown in terms of cross-border merchandise trade, 
capital flows and bank loans. However, a broader 
analysis shows that the onset of the slowdown is more 
nuanced and path-dependent than highlighted by the 
numbers alone. International trade statistics miss out 
parts of services trade and also aspects of value-added 
trade. Cross-border bank lending has in part declined 
due to a desire to decrease risks and regulatory reforms, 
but balance of payments statistics still tend to under-
estimate the degree of interconnectedness in the 
financial sphere.  

Table 2 – How has Covid-19 affected the five pathways of 2007-2020 slowbalisation?  
 Cross-border 

trade in goods 
and services 

Open and 
globalised 
financial 
system 

Deepening 
income 
inequality 

International 
physical 
interactions 
(tourism and 
migration) 

Movement of 
data and 
digital 
exchanges 

2007-
2019 Slowing down Slowing down Accelerating Accelerating Accelerating 

2020 
(Covid-19) 

Steep  
slow-down 

Slowing down Accelerating 
Steep  
slow-down 

Accelerating 

 

Expert predictions for the future of globalisation post-coronavirus range from optimistic to alarmist. 
A number of thinkers have posited that Covid-19 has triggered the start of deglobalisation and that 
the period after the pandemic will see a gradual unfolding of global integration.71 Another thesis is 
that globalisation is not waning, but is merely changing shape and form: 

Economic theory and history both suggested this was an unsustainable kind of globalisation, and so 
it has proven. International economic integration came at the expense of domestic disintegration, 
deepening pre-existing economic, spatial and cultural divides between winners and losers. It was also 
predicated on the unrealistic and unfulfilled approaches of countries with very different economic 
and social models, such as the US and China, would tend to converge. – A complete collapse seems 
unlikely. But we will have to settle for a thinner model of globalisation that leaves nations room for 
rebuilding domestic social contracts.72 

The backtracking of globalisation has included both a slowdown in cross-border exchanges, as well 
as an ideological shift in policy-makers' approaches to openness. In the USA, the Trump 
administration has prioritised protecting US interests over multilateralism, has launched a 
protectionist trade policy, and threatened to withdraw from a number of multilateral institutions 
such as the WTO, WHO, Open Skies Treaty and the Universal Postal Union, as well as sanctions 
against investigators of the International Criminal Court. Partially underlying this movement has 

 
71 I. Olivie, M. Gracia, Is this the end of globalisation (as we know it)?, February 2020. 
72 Bloomberg News, Have We Reached Peak Globalisation?, 2020. 
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been a sense of grievance about unfettered globalisation, where in the last decade one of the key 
players, China, follows its own economic model of state-led capitalism. As a response, the EU set up 
the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund to rectify the consequences of structural job losses 
due to globalisation, for instance, redundancies due to relocation. With regard to rising inequality, 
the EU is attempting to improve international tax governance by maintaining a list of non-
cooperative jurisdictions (tax havens) for tax purposes. Since the coronavirus outbreak, the calls for 
deeper strategic autonomy have increased, including with regard to supply chain self-reliance, and 
in adopting tools to level the playing field. Tools such as the FDI Screening Regulation, the 
modernisation of trade defence instruments in the 2014-2020 term of the European Parliament, as 
well as instruments for countering foreign subsidies, are key to adapting to the new realities of 
globalisation. 

After the coronavirus crisis, companies will have to assess and put a price on disruption risks with 
regard to global value chains. Cost-cutting in production efficiencies will increasingly need to be 
balanced against these risk assessments. This could well result in shorter supply chains, 
diversification and more regional or local sourcing, and reduce dependence on specific regions or 
countries, in particular for essential goods and medical equipment. The EU can be a crucial actor in 
promoting global governance for these new challenges and to pursue a global environment that 
brings benefits to all, supporting both internal and external policies that allow sufficient productive 
capacity in strategic sectors, supporting sustainable production practices, to put the economy on 
the path to sustainable growth. 

While Covid-19 has in part slowed globalisation in quantitative terms, at the same time it has 
highlighted the need for global governance and cooperation, which is where a slowdown occurred 
in recent years. In particular, the coronavirus crisis is a reminder that health is a global public good:73 
it is highly vulnerable to the emergence of epidemics in any part of the planet and it requires 
'patient' investments that produce important externalities. The added value of coordinated public 
action and international cooperation is therefore high,74 especially in scaling up research 
investments and healthcare systems worldwide. The depth of the economic crisis that we will face 
crucially depends on the extent of public action that will be deployed, such as the planned 
€750 billion Next Generation EU stimulus package,75 and the extent of global coordination of these 
policies. The crisis has exposed the vulnerability of health systems worldwide as well as highlighting 
that the most effective action would be coordinated internationally. At the same time, the 
development of coordinated common approaches to the 'digital leap', whether in the fields of 
taxation or privacy, will be critical to ensure that elements of slowbalisation do not spill over into 
the realm of global governance. 

 

 
73 M. Lucchese, M. Pianta, The Coming Coronavirus Crisis: What Can We Learn?, Intereconomics, Vol. 55, No 2, pp. 98–104, 

2020.  
74 C. Fuest, and J. Pisani-Ferry, A Primer on Developing European Public Goods: A report to Ministers Bruno Le Maire and 

Olaf Scholz, Bruegel, November 2019.  
75 European Commission, EU long-term budget 2021-2027: Commission Proposal, May 2020. 
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https://www.bruegel.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/European-public-goods-primer.pdf
https://www.bruegel.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/European-public-goods-primer.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_940


 
 

 

 

  



 

 

Slowbalisation – understood as the slowdown in global 
integration – is said to have started in the aftermath of 
the global financial crisis of 2007-2008. The coronavirus 
pandemic brought about a further dramatic fall in cross-
border movement of goods, services, capital and 
people, to the extent that commentators have 
proclaimed the beginning of deglobalisation. This 
paper examines whether the phenomenon described as 
slowbalisation is myth or reality, by looking at five 
different pathways of globalisation: international trade, 
financial openness, increasing inequality, cross-border 
social movement, and digital exchanges. The key 
conclusion is that slowbalisation has not been a uniform 
trend. While international economic globalisation has 
indeed slowed, the 'digital leap' and continued 
inequality suggest that globalisation is merely changing 
form, not disappearing. 
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